
Amazon S3 Extension V4.0.0

Amazon S3 Extension is a useful module that supports media files (like product
images, media in the product description and short description, etc.) for all types of
products

Moreover, the extension enables the admin to upload media files of different product
types from its local disk to the Amazon server.

Further, this module uses Amazon S3 for storing the files and uses CloudFront for
serving the content CloudFront URL.

Therefore, will experience faster site load or page loads due to unnecessary pause
elimination and cater to heavy traffic.

Amazon S3(Amazon Simple Storage Service) is a cloud storage service offered by
AWS(Amazon Web Service).

Amazon S3 is based on CDN(Content Delivery Network) which stores multiple
copies of content on strategically distributed servers.

And dynamically measures which server is nearest to the requesting client and
accordingly delivers the fast content.

Note:

Features Of Amazon S3 Extension

To use the Amazon S3 and CloudFront service, the user needs to have an Amazon
AWS account. Users will register themselves from here.

The users wil click here to understand how to get started with Amazon S3.

Support all product types.

https://signin.aws.amazon.com/signin?redirect_uri=https%3A%2F%2Fportal.aws.amazon.com%2Fbilling%2Fsignup%3Fnc2%3Dh_ct%26redirect_url%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Faws.amazon.com%252Fregistration-confirmation%26state%3DhashArgs%2523%26isauthcode%3Dtrue&client_id=arn%3Aaws%3Aiam%3A%3A015428540659%3Auser%2Fawssignupportal&forceMobileApp=0
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/gsg/GetStartedWithS3.html


Amazon S3 Extension Configuration
After the extension installation, the admin will configure the module settings by
navigating to the Stores > Configuration > Amazon s3 as per the below image:

All media files of all types of products (like product images, media in the product
description, short description, editing images, etc) are stored and retrieved from the
Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) bucket.

Flexible settings to configure the module settings.

Set server(Local/Amazon) on which file upload will happen.

Store and download the files from Amazon S3 Server.

Check the bucket availability in just a click.

The CloudFront feature is also available.

Customers can download the files from Amazon Server irrespective of time and
place.

Also, the extension is fully open source and easy to use.

Now serving of cache images will be from Amazon s3 Server and CloudFront as
well.



 

General Settings:



Here, the admin under general settings will:

Allow files to save on Amazon – to save the file on Amazon server set this
as YES else set as NO.
Access Key ID – enter the Amazon server access key which you will get after
creating the account on Amazon S3.

Secret Key – Enter the Amazon server secret key which you will get after
creating the account on Amazon S3.

Bucket Name – Enter the Amazon bucket name which you have created in the
Amazon S3 account.

Region – Enter the region of the bucket where you want the bucket to reside.
Mention the same region same as meThe region name should be as you have
mentioned the region while creating the bucket in the Amazon S3 account.

Check Bucket Availability – Click the “check” button to check the bucket
availability. If it would be available and exists in the Amazon S3, it shows the
message “Available.



CloudFront Settings:

Else, will show the error message as per the below image:



Manage:

Create Distribution – Click on Create Distribution button to create a Distribution Id
for AWS CloudFront else you can click here.

Check Status – Click on Check Status button to get the Domain Name (URL) and
Status of the Distribution

Distribution Id – Here, distribution id will get visible after saving the configuration.

In your AWS account you can check the created distribution ID or can create a new one
as per below snapshot:

https://console.aws.amazon.com/cloudfront


Storage Configuration For Media In Amazon S3

Firstly, the admin can run the command in the root directory:

Just after running this command, under the Media Storage field will get set to
the Amazon S3 automatically and all media will get synchronized with the
Amazon S3 server.

Secondly, this can be done manually by moving to the Advanced > System menu
option under the configuration setting. For setting up the Storage Configuration for
Media.

1 php bin/magento import:media



Under the Media Storage field, the admin will select the media storage location where
all the website media will get the store.

After selecting the Amazon S3 from the list, the admin needs to click on the
Synchronize button to synchronize all media with the Amazon S3 server and then
“Save Config“.

Note:-  Media will not be available in the new location until the synchronization
process is complete.

Setting Up Base Url In Amazon S3



The admin needs to now navigate to the web sub-menu option under the general
setting option, to configure the Base URLs settings.

Further, in the Base URL for User Media Files option, the admin will enter the Amazon
S3 bucket URL that saves and retrieves the media files.

And if the CloudFront setup is complete, then need to enter the CloudFront URL at the
place of bucket URL to serve the files from CloudFront.

For Example:-

In the below screenshot, you can see that the media files of the website are served from
the Amazon CloudFront instead of the system or database storage.

 

Uploading Downloadable Product



After the successful module configuration by admin, the admin can now upload the
media files concerning the products on the Amazon S3 and on the CloudFront.

For this, the admin will navigate to the Products -> Catalog -> Add Product as per
the below image.

Select Downloadable Product from the Add Product drop-down list. This will
navigate you to the New Product page.

https://cdnblog.webkul.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/catalog.png




Here, the admin will fill in all the required details of the downloadable product
and upload the downloadable file and hit the Save button.

After saving the downloadable product, the file gets saved on the Amazon Server and
therefore, will get the Amazon S3 link.



 

Note: The admin will get the Amazon S3 link only after saving the product
successfully.

The customer will download the product from the Amazon Server just like any other
product from the local Server.



However, if we are talking regarding the downloadable product, the customer can
download the product only after the admin has created the order invoice.

Media Files
Further, in this module, the data will get stored in Amazon S3 and CloudFront for all
types of products. The data includes media files.

Media files are the images/ videos associated with the products. These images and
videos are generally used to show the product details and give a better description of
the same.

For example, the product main image, configurable images, demo product video,
description image, GIFs, audio node, etc all fall under the category of media files.

So, either it is any of the simple, virtual, configurable, grouped, bundle, and
downloadable products, the media files will get a store to the Amazon S3 buckets.



Further, when the customers will view the product they will get to see the product
image will appear quickly. Also, the upload and retrieval rates are pretty quick for
media files.

 
Frontend Product Page View

Hence, the appearance of the same product in the store frontend will be the same as the
image shown below:



Moreover, if the customer will view the image in the new tab, the source includes
CloudFront in the URL as shown in the image below:

CMS Page View

The images or media files are present anywhere in the store. Let’s take an example of
the CMS pages, This CMS page contains regular images, these will also be fetched



from the Amazon CloudFront.

The same will happen with the images in CMS pages too, the URL is mentioned below:



Wrapping this up, this shows that all the images get retrieved from the Amazon
CloudFront if the same will be used as the storage area.

Thus, that’s all for the Amazon S3 Extension module. Still, have any issue, feel free to
add a ticket at webkul.uvdesk.com

https://webkul.uvdesk.com/en/

